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Forestry and the Crees:
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow

Forestry and the Crees

• According to Cree Elders, forestry companies began cutting in
Eeyou Istchee some time in the late 1950s early 1960s
• At this time the chainsaw was beginning to replace axes and crosscut saws, but logging was still labour intensive as crews of men
were needed to cut, de-limb, and load the logs on sleighs and then
trucks or trains

Forestry and the Crees

Crees Find Work in
Forestry
 Given the seasonal nature of
forestry work, the Crees
provided a readily available
labour pool during the
logging season

Forestry and the Crees
 In these early years,
forestry operations were
mainly conducted
during the winter
months when horse
teams hauled the wood
out to river, road or rail
for shipping

Forestry and the Crees
 Many Cree men would
camp with their families
near the logging site.
 Then using the money
from logging, they would
buy provisions and head
out to their hunting
territories for the
remainder of the season

 With the closure of the
Hudson Bay post on
Lake Waswanipi in the
mid 1960s many Cree
men sought work at
nearby forestry
operations
 This trend was
enhanced with the
opening of the Domtar
Mill in Lebel-surQuévillon in 1966

Forestry and the Crees

• Unfortunately the opportunities for the Crees brought
on by the opening of the mill in Quévillon were short
lived
• To run the mill, Domtar recruited
over 1000 woodcutters and 300 mill
workers—most of whom came from
southern Quebec
• Thus the settlement of Lebel-surQuévillon was born

Forestry and the Crees

• The development of Quévillon is similar to other settlements like
Chapais and Chibougoumou that were founded first through
mines and then forestry mills
• By the late 1960s early 70s forestry experiences a technological
shift as mechanized skidders replaced horses, logging trucks
replaced trains and rivers and feller bunchers replaced
woodcutters
• This mechanization slowly transformed forestry from a seasonal
labour intensive endeavor into a year-round 24 hour specialized
profession

Forestry and the Crees

• Statistically in Quebec one job was created for every 9.12 hectors
harvested in 1975

• By 1996, through the efficiency of mechanization one job was
created for every 33.62 hectors harvested (Compendium on Canadian
Forestry Statistics)

• As a further measure of efficiency it should be noted that Region
10 produces more cubic metres of lumber per job by a factor of
two than any other region in Quebec (Quebec Forestry Industry Council)

Forestry and the Crees

• With nearby towns providing a readily available supply of specialized labour,
Cree labour was no longer in demand
• Also, the full-time nature of forestry work clashed with the many of the
Crees desire for complimentary work to their fur trapping activities
• Moreover, as mechanization accelerated the construction of forestry roads
and clear-cuts into Cree traplines, forestry was increasingly seen as a having
a destructive impact on the Crees hunting, fishing and trapping activities
• Many Crees no longer wanted to be part of an industry that was responsible
for undermining the trapper’s efforts to make a living

Forestry and the Crees

• By the mid 1980s as the fur industry was rapidly declining and an influx of
young Crees recently home from residential schools and unfamiliar with
trapping, some Cree leaders began looking to forestry as a potential source
of employment
• There was also growing dissatisfaction that forestry companies were making
a lot of money through the clear-cutting of Cree traplines
• It was at this time that Waswanipi and Mistissini launched their forestry
companies

Forestry and the Crees

• However, these new Cree companies were not able to obtain timber
allocations needed to grow their businesses
• The Forest Act (1987) created the CAAF system, and the Crees were
displaced from meaningful participation in the forestry industry
• Under Forest Act CAAF holders had to have a mill, thus Crees were
legislatively prevented from timber allocations in Eeyou Istchee beyond
limited amounts on Cat I lands (not sufficient to build a thriving mill)
• By 1992 95% of the available timber in Eeyou Istchee had been allocated to
forestry companies with mills—none of this going to Cree companies

Forestry and the Crees
• Clear-cutting in Eeyou Istchee escalates
• Forestry becomes political
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Forestry and the Crees

• To circumvent this legislative barrier, Waswanipi entered into a joint
venture with Domtar and opened the Nabaktuk sawmill in 1997
• The joint venture provided Waswanipi with a 90,000 m3 CAAF
• Unfortunately the conditions of the joint venture proved unworkable with
the mill unable to develop in a profitable fashion as originally envisioned

Forestry and the Crees

• The legislative impediments to the Crees full participation in the regional
forestry industry became a key demand in the Paix des Braves negotiations
• 2002, Crees provided with a guaranteed timber allocation of 350,000 m3
annually
• The parties to the Agreement saw this allocation as a means to resolving the
Crees exclusion from forestry and generating greater participation in the
forest economy
• So far the results have been mixed with much of this wood simply being sold
standing to other forestry companies, while Cree companies still search for
work

Forestry and the Crees

• With the province moving from sustained yield to forest sustainability for
forest allocation, the conifer AAC in Region 10 has dropped from
approximately 5 million to 3.5 million m3 in past 15 years
• This means that milling capacity easily outstrips supply in the territory
which provides both opportunities and challenges for the Crees 350,000 m3
allocation
• With AAC reductions this timber holds more value, but can the territory
support another mill making the same products in the face of existing
overcapacity?

Forestry and the Crees

• What is best way for the Crees to utilize this allocation in the benefit of
greater Cree participation in the forest economy?

• What is the best way for the industry to deal with regional overcapacity in
the face of current and future supply constraints?
• Although we can learn from the past, we cannot recreate it…we must move
forward with full recognition of these challenges and opportunities
• And despite the exclusionary history described here, I believe it is in the
best interest of everyone to work together toward realistic, practical and
innovative solutions that best meet everyone’s needs

